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de-Sutcliffising 
  
 

how’s the new  
team doing? – 

 or must we rely on the old? 

Centre for Civil Society 
Durban  



dedicated to the memory of Durban civil society activists who in the course of their post-apartheid 
struggles for justice, died early, including by assassination: Nkululeko Gwala, Sajida Khan, Marcel 

King, Jimmy Mtolo, Rajah Naidoo, Mthoko Nkwanyana, Ahmed Osman, Mbongeleni Zondi 
 



From 2002-11, a reign of what might be called municipal 
'neoliberal nationalism' included both large-scale and 
small-scale visionary changes to Durban. Unlike prior 

episodes in city-making such as Haussmann's 19th 
century Paris or Moses' 20th century New York, however, 

during the first decade in 21st century Durban, City 
Manager Mike Sutcliffe's contribution was frivolous - but 

no less destructive from the standpoint of poor and 
working-class people's interests, the metro's spatial 

coherence and racial segregation, and the natural 
environment. Since early 2012, what progress has been 

made in overturning the most irrational and 
counterproductive of Sutcliffe's efforts?  



Which changes came from above as City Manager Sbu Sithole 
wrestles with inherited contradictions, and which from below via 

the durable opposition of the city's myriad civil society 
organisations? Do these activists necessarily face the same 

repressive tendencies unleashed during Sutcliffe's era (e.g. the 
Cato Manor hit squad, fatal internecine rivalries in the ANC and 
IFP/NFP parties, periodic assassinations of community leaders, 
and the more recent incitement to murder the main Cato Crest 
land-invasion activist by the mayor and provincial health MEC)? 

And will neo-Sutcliffite politics continue to be reproduced where 
it counts - in renewed public-private-pilfering contracts for the 

likes of the Mpisanes and Jay Singh - or do recent court 
appearances and anti-corruption/tenderpreneurship rhetoric 

together signal opportunities to shake out Durban's crony-
capitalist tendencies?  



Limits of Interurban Entrepreneurial Competition in Durban 
Structure and Agency under Neoliberal-Nationalist Municipal Management 

Patrick Bond, University of KwaZulu-Natal 
Presented to the American Association of Geographers 

14 April 2011, Seattle, Washington 

Can Durban Recover From City-scale Neoliberal Nationalism? 

Looting Durban 
by PATRICK BOND 2 January 2012  

This is the South African city of Durban’s first week since 2002 without City Manager Michael Sutcliffe. He 
became well known across the world as a target of community and environmental activism, for catalyzing a 
$400 million stadium for the soccer World Cup in 2010, and for hosting the COP17 climate summit last 
month, in a city of 3.5 million of whom a third are dirt-poor and another third struggle as underpaid 
workers. 
     Why did they put up with Sutcliffe’s mainly malevolent rule? Alongside constituencies of fisherfolk, 
streetchildren and informal traders, many grassroots groups like the South Durban Community 
Environmental Alliance, the Chatsworth Westcliff Flatdwellers, Abahlali base Mjondolo shackdwellers and 
Clairwood Ratepayers and Residents Association have long condemned race- and class-biased municipal 
policy and Sutcliffe’s viciousness. But the prestige of the African National Congress (ANC) liberation 
movement means the ruling party has been comfortably re-elected since the days of Mandela (1994-99). 
Until the leading trade unions break their alliance with the ANC, that won’t change, and ruthless men like 
Sutcliffe will stay at the top of government. 



Michael Sutcliffe:  
Durban City Manager 



Michael Sutcliffe, AAG’s  
James R. Anderson Medal of Honor in 
Applied Geography, 2008  

The Medal of Honor is the highest honor which Applied Geography can bestow 
and is awarded by the Board of Directors of Applied Geography in recognition of 
the most distinguished service to the profession of geography… A medal is so 
distinctive an honor that it is bestowed only of the accomplishments are truly 
outstanding … The nominators should feel certain that the nominee's 
achievements have sufficient distinction to make them notable contributions to 
the advancement of the profession, and should remember that the age, 
personality, and popularity of a nominee do not, of themselves, constitute a 
notable contribution, and that the honor is not an award for the nominee's industry 
or success… 
Public Service.  
Public service is a field in which the geographer, because of training and 
experience, may be of inestimable value to the community. Leadership in the wide 
spectrum of community affairs offers exceptional opportunities to the geographer 
to earn distinction. This effort should have been sustained over a period of time, 
have gained more than usual recognition by co-workers, public officials and 
fellow citizens, and have clearly influenced the progress of the community. 



Michael Sutcliffe, AAG’s  
Gilbert F. White Distinguished Public 
Service Honor, 2007 

reality check: MDB a decentralised disaster for 
numerous high-profile protest sites: Khutsong, 
Balfour, Bushbuckridge, Matatiele, Moutse – 
several reversals   

   



“undoing 
the name 
changes 
would be 
the best 
possible 
poke in 

the eye for 
Sutcliffe” 



de-Sutcliffising the arts 
 































Sutcliffe rebuttal: REFLECTIONS ON MANASE 
• Almost 100% of submissions were provided by officials and almost 

everything had already been audited before by the Auditor-
General.  Nothing really new was added to these by Manase. 

• Why were Manase’s limitations not taken into consideration 
BEFORE MEC released conclusions? 

• No audi alterem partem – why did the investigators not approach 
key people and request relevant information? 

• Why were only some matters investigated and not others? 
• Why was the report sanitised? It does not include ALL officials who 

were involved in decisions considered by Manase? 
• Why were names of only some persons released into the public 

domain? 
• Who takes responsibility for paying R15 million to Manase with so 

many limitations and mistakes? 
• What action is being taken against lawyers and others who 

appeared to provide poor advice? 



‘Durban’s most hated man’, Sunday Times, 10 October 2009 
Sutcliffe, who admits that he is probably the most-hated man in Durban, says his critics are 

"laggards, wimps and whingers".  
To the DA, Sutcliffe, who took up the job in 2002, is a racist, a "baiter of minorities" who runs 

the city with an iron fist to the detriment of its residents in general and minorities in 
particular.  

To the Left, he is the face of "neo-liberal" policy, a city official whose decision-making is out of 
step with ANC policy and whose agenda makes him no friend of the working class.  

To ratepayers' bodies he is a high-handed autocrat who forces unpopular decisions down their 
throats.  

Residents heckle Sutcliffe when he walks on the beach and boo when he is acknowledged at 
public events, while the Internet abounds with blogs attacking him.  

Sutcliffe acknowledges his unpopularity, but is dismissive of his detractors. He says white 
Durbanites, whose quality of life has increased significantly in the city, would do better if 
they "took a step back and used their intellect and education to understand that they have 
led wonderful lives".  

Sutcliffe conceded it was "very hard" to deal with the "vitriolic" attacks on himself and his family.  
"When my wife, Felicity, and I walk on the beach people say the most horrible things. It's not 

nice to walk into a restaurant and have every table leer at you," he said.  
At a recent KwaZulu-Natal Philharmonic Orchestra performance, he was booed loudly on being 

introduced by director Bongani Tembe.  
"I said to myself, is that what makes them happy? (It must be) some kind of white-male penis 

thing."  
The ANC has derided claims that Sutcliffe would be dumped after the World Cup in 2010, with 

the chairman of the eThekwini region, John Mchunu, saying the party was "very happy" with 
Sutcliffe's performance.  



is Sutcliffe Durban’s 
Hausmann or Moses?  

2020 Olympics 

gentrification, crony-privatisation  

$500m corruption 
scandal over fast- 

track crony tenders, 
Feb 2011 



sorting out structure/struggle:  
‘was he pushed or did he jump’? 
‘globalisation made me do it!’ 

  1. governance in era of neoliberal management 
2. interurban competition: sports tourism case 
3. infrastructure: transport, water, energy/climate 



neoliberal structural processes in SA 
GDP by sector & current account deficit (Rmn, 2005 prices) 

1) globalisation vulnerability (current account deficit) 
2) financialisation (rise in GDP share) 

2009 current account  
recovery due  to fewer  

Imports and profit outflows  



The Economist, 25 Feb 2009 

world’s most risky emerging market 



interest rate rise from 1994 
source: UNDP SA HDR 2003 

      

 

highest ‘real’ rate in SA’s modern history 

trigger: removal of financial rand 
exchange controls, March 1995 



 

SA’s extremely high interest rates: 
long-term real interest rates, February 2011 



who wins? banking profits amongst world’s 
highest (return on equity, 1996-2005) 

  

      

 

Source: ABSA Bank testimony to Competition Commission 



belated fixed investment rise: state megaprojects  
(e.g. stadia, Gautrain, Medupi, Coega, SAA, arms) 

Source: SA Treasury 
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world’s highest 
property bubble  
389% rise, 1997-2008 

responsible for explosion of 
construction, finance 



Harvey (1989) on interurban entrepreneurial 
competition resulting from 

the difficulties that have beset capitalist economies since 
the recession of 1973. Deindustrialisation, widespread and 
seemingly ‘structural’ unemployment, fiscal austerity at 
both the national and local levels, all coupled with a rising 
tide of neoconservatism and much stronger appeal (though 
often more in theory than in practice) to market rationality 
and privatisation, provide a backdrop to understanding why 
so many urban governments, often of quite different 
political persuasions and armed with very different legal 
and political powers, have all taken a broadly similar 
direction. 



Harvey (1989) on interurban 
entrepreneurial competition  

to the degree that interurban competition becomes 
more potent, it will almost certainly operate as an 
‘external coercive power’ over individual cities to bring 
them closer into line with the discipline and logic of 
capitalist development. It may even force repetitive and 
serial reproduction of certain patterns of development 
(such as the serial reproduction of ‘world trade centers’ 
or of new cultural and entertainment centers, of 
waterfront development, of postmodern shopping 
malls, and the like). 



 



Racial self-identification 
   in Durban in 2001 



Income self-identification 
   in Durban in 2011 



Durban’s 
‘sanitation belt’: 
outside it, no flush  

bad memories: equal 
access to water? 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:DurbanSign1989.jpg


 

Science magazine  
celebrates Durban water, Feb 2008 

Reality: water price rises, lower consumption, sanitation  
protest, bulk infrastructure failure, maintenance breakdown 



Durban: lowest-income 1/3 cut back consumption 
dramatically as water price doubled in real terms: 
very high second-block tariff change, 1997-2004 

Source: Reg Bailey and Chris Buckley (2004), 
‘Modelling Domestic Water Tariffs’, UKZN. 

1997 
1997 

2004 
2004 



•Durban 1: (mal)governance in an  
era of neoliberal management 

- urban efficiency = municipal neoliberalism 
- new Growth Coalition (‘crony capitalism’) 

- nationalist globalisation (inviting in World Bank) 
- suppression of progressive internationalism 
- re-invoking racial divide-and-rule strategies 

- gentrification of sports/beach precincts  
- suppression of all high-profile dissent 

- police brutality, activist deaths, assassinations 
 

Mercury front page, 13 April 2011 

 

Sutcliffe’s ‘Green Bombers’ beat up 
climate activists, 8 December 2011 



•Durban 2: sports tourism as  
Local Economic Development 

(and limits within social/labour/eco critiques) 
 

- Monaco-style sports car racing – unsustainable 
- clearing of ‘sports precinct’: Warwick Junction 

informal traders (victorious after battle with police) 
and fisherfolk tossed off main beach piers 

- Fifa World Cup 2010 and Olympics 2024 fantasy 
 
 



Durban’s Moses Mabhida: 
R3.1 bn ($390mn)  

‘Alien’s Handbag’  

out of sight: vast backlogs of housing,  
water/sanitation, electricity, clinics 





Trevor Phillips, former CEO   . 
 of Premier Soccer League:     . 

“What the hell are we going to do with a 70,000-
seater football stadium in Durban once the World Cup 
is over? Durban has two football teams which attract 

crowds of only a few thousand. It would have been 
more sensible to have built smaller stadiums nearer 
the football-loving heartlands and used the surplus 
funds to have constructed training facilities in the 

townships.”  

so who uses Mabhida 
after July 2010? 

(Sharks champion rugby team said 
‘no’ – old, next-door, 52,000-seat 

stadium is even better) 



ongoing 
anti-FIFA 
protest:  

Stallion Security workers against labour 
broking, informal traders facing restrictions, 

displaced Durban fisherfolk, CT residents of N2 
Gateway project forcibly removed, construction 

workers, AIDS activists prevented from 
distributing condoms, environmentalists 

concerned about World Cup’s offset 
‘greenwashing’, Mbombela students who lost 

school, disability rights advocates, poor towns’ 
residents demanding provincial rezoning 

  
 

SA Transport and Allied Workers Union 
wage strike, 2010 

construction workers strike, 2008 

Durban’s Warwick Early Morning Market:  
anti-displacement protest, 2009 

Stallion Security guards in Durban 



Durban street protest, June 16 



•Durban 3: infrastructure 
 

- new, unnecessary $1bn King Shaka airport (SAA 
dropped Dbn-CT!) and Dube trade port  

- harbour expansion – carbon tax constraints? 
- highways akin to Engels on Manchester, 1844 

(Sutcliffe: “I am a Marxist geographer.”) 
- bus privatisation disaster 

- water innovations in Free Basic Water and Urinary 
Diversion sanitation; unjust bulk supply  and crises 

in sewage piping, maintenance 
- energy, high-emissions corporations, petro-

chemicals, auto factories, container transport, 
dubious CDM at Africa’s largest landfill (Bisasar Rd), 

hosting of Conference of the Parties 17, Nov-Dec 
2008: climate justice backlash? 

 
 
 



Durban’s new airport 
failed its main mandate 

on 7 July 2010 

but was this airport, far north of the city, necessary? 
•old Durban International had excess capacity until 2017 
•neglects tourism trends, climate change, carbon taxes 
•extreme distance, doubled taxi fare, no public transport  

(superfluous) R8 billion ($1.2bn)  
King Shaka International Airport 

just before semi-final game 
(Spain/Germany), Fifa and other VIPs 

hogged parking bays with private jets: 
eight flights with more than 1000 fans 

were redirected to other cities 



why was Durban civil society so weak? 
only four setbacks for Sutcliffe, 2002-11 

 
* Link Road through heart of Clairwood halted 

 
* trading continued at Warwick Market instead of 

its replacement by a crony's shopping mall 
 

* Free Basic Water increased from 6 to 9 kl/hh/m 
 

* bans of protests in central Durban overturned 



de-Suttcliffisation since 2012 
 
 

TRIVIAL VICTORIES SO FAR: 
• fisherfolk back into the harbour  
• reapplication for Blue Flag beach status 

(still to do: lower E.coli counts with sanitation near main rivers) 
• fill empty municipal beachside buildings and replant palm trees 

 
 

TO DO: 
• provide electricity/water to shack areas long refused services 

(slight progress through new container facilities) 
• fix broken housing subsidy and waiting-list system 
• end endemic corruption and Section 36 abuse  
• address other Manase Report revelations  
• reverse 2011 plan for massive port/petrochemical expansion 





Gigaba: "the ANC has identified radical socioeconomic 
transformation as the next phase of our democratic 
transition, and the most critical task before us. 
Addressing the triple challenges requires us to 
restructure our economy into a more labour-absorbing 
one that is characterised by deracialised and 
widespread ownership, and employment equity, with 
a far greater degree of local beneficiation and value 
addition. Indeed, inclusive and equitable growth is the 
only way to create the millions of sustainable and 
decent jobs that will bring dignity to our people. One 
of the levers we are using to restructure the South 
African economy is infrastructure investment." 
 

 



Reality check from Durban port-petrochem 
The R250 billion targeted for South Durban's makeover will result in a more 
capital-intensive port complex in part because of the extremely high degree of 
privatisation (100% of dug-out port) envisaged and in part because of the 
tendency of the shipping industry towards robotisation (e.g., a new Walmart 15 
000 container ship crosses from China to the US with only 13 crew).  
 The ownership patterns that will result logically favour large multinational 
corporations with global networks, not local deracialised broad-based ownership.  
 Economic localisation will suffer because of the extreme commitment to 
globalisation represented by the port expansion from 2.5 to 20 million containers 
per annum by 2040. The 'growth' will be exclusionary and inequitable.  
 The genuine 'infrastructure investment' required by hundreds of thousands of 
residents in the South Durban Basin - especially basic-needs affordably-priced 
housing, services and transport plus labour-intensive, green employment - is the 
polar opposite of the massive white-elephant, high-carbon, high-polluting, low-
employment corporate-welfare project envisaged by Gigaba.  
 In various meetings with Gigaba and his colleagues, community activists have 
set out these concerns, but to no avail. 



financial sanctions to halt port-petrochem:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

what social movement narratives, strategies, tactics? 





Back of Port Zoning Plan, 
secret 2011 municipal document 



South Durban’s 
future, and what it 

means for our 
economy, society 
and environment 

overall critique of port-petrochem 

and need for detox-led infrastructure 



single buoy 
mooring: 

80% of SA’s 
intake 

Sapref: 
BP/Shell 

Engen:  80% 
Petronas 

(Malaysia) 

hypertoxic 
South Durban, 

‘Africa’s armpit’ 

Toyota car 
assembly 

Mondi 
paper mill 

hazardous petro-
chemical plants 

Africa’s 
biggest port 

Island View 
tank farm 

Africa’s largest oil 
refining complex 

container 
terminals 

freight 
traffic 

(often illegal) 

new capacity: R250 billion plan! 



$25 billion shipping-petrochem makeover: 
1) 1-3) deepening/widening of old port 

2) 4) new roads & dug-out port (old airport) 
3) 5-6) major expansion of old port 

to increase traffic from 2.5 to 20 mn containers/year 



$25 bn ‘Back of Port’ project  





Transnet’s South Durban Dig-Out Port: 
ubiquitous image of what we can expect 



who wins from new 

infrastructure spending? 
 • Johan van Zyl, Toyota SA CEO: ‘Durban as a 

brand is not strong enough to simply say 
“come and invest in Durban”. What it needs to 
attract investors are big projects. Durban 
needs to keep ahead of the competition. China 
is building ports they don’t even know when 
they will use. If return on investment is the 
line of thinking we may never see  

 the infrastructure.’ – 6 February 2012 









‘usual suspects’ won contracts:   
• Ibhola Lethu beneficiaries include Craig Simmer 
(official of crashed bus privatizer Remant Alton and 
Point development flop Dolphin Whispers) 
• Broederbonder firm Bruinette Kruger Stoffberg  
• Group 5/WBHO with Tokyo Sexwale’s and Bulelani 
Ngcuka’s Mvelaphanda group, 
• electricity deal: Vivian Reddy’s Edison Power 

Durban citizens ask: 
 a sensible investment?  
vast cost escalation: 
began as R2 billion in 2006, 

then came corruption collusion 

next door to Mabhida: perfectly functional  
52,000-seater Absa Stadium hosting rugby 













can Durban harbour go post-Panamax? 
will post-Panamax wreck North-South shipping? 



 old ships: 5000 TEUs (20ft containers) 

 anything bigger: ‘post-Panamax’ 



 new hub-spoke model for container ports 



the world’s filthiest transport energy 



can we use 
climate change 
arguments in 

Environmental 
Impact 

Assessments,  
to question the 
logic of hyper-

competitive 
port-petrochem 

expansion? 



our complaint: 
Transnet hires eco-

consultants who are 
climate denialists   







Global Day of Action, Durban, South Africa, Saturday, December 3, 2011 



extreme beachfront damage 

then came March 2007 storm 



also poor and working people – especially shackdwellers 

not just the rich living on the beachfront 



Engen refinery, August 2012 



what other damage? 







Source: South Durban Community Environmental Alliance 

South Durban’s most 
explosive refinery: Engen                

Settlers Primary School: 
52% asthma rate (world’s highest) 



 

 

fires, explosions 
in South Durban 

25 October 2008, flaring, regular 
occurrence at SAPREF and Engen Source: South Durban Community Environmental Alliance 

• 21 September 2007, 
Island View Storage (IVS) 
facility, tank explosion 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• 18 September 2007, 
explosion at the IVS 
facility. 

SDCEA demands refinery closure 

18 January 2005, explosion 
at Engen Refinery 



S. Durban’s 
next most 
explosive 

tank farm: 
Island View 



 



October 10, 2011 

October 11, 2011: war on Engen 

Settlers Primary School: 52% asthma rate, highest in world  





community /environmental opposition 



in meeting after meeting: unanimous 
opposition to port-petrochem expansion 











will state/capital’s incremental strategy 
plus community co-optation work? 







activists envisage 5-step 
‘South Durban Detox’ 

resist,rezone, restructure 
 

1) reverse attempted rezoning of Clairwood  
2) enforce/expand existing residential zoning 

of Clairwood, Merebank and Wentworth 
3) mobilise solidarity in Durban & everywhere 

4) take seriously climate rhetoric: shift freight to 
trains, lower trade vulnerability, de-smokestack  
5) plan/implement post-pollution, post-carbon 
Durban with ‘Million Climate Jobs’ campaign 

 


